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ABsTRAcF
Radiation-induced oxide defects that degrade electrical characteristics of BJTs can be measured with the

use of gated diodes. The buildup of defects and their effect on device radiation response are modeled with
computer simulation.

Les d6fauts d'oxyde, crdds par irradiation, d6gradant les param6tres dectriques des transistors bipolaires
(BJTs) peuvent etre caractdrisds A I'aide de diodes controldes par grille. La g6ndration de ces d6fauts et leurs
dffets sur la rdponse du composant sous irradiation sont reproduits par simulation.
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I [ITMODUcTiON
Radiation induced current gain degradation i a bipolar unction tamww (Brr3) is characterized by the

complex interaction of oxide efects with surface carrier concentrations pmarily within the base region of the
device. Upon exposure to ionizing radiation, excess positive oxide trapped charge (AVor) and mterflice bills AVrr)
are generated within the bipolar oxide and at the Si/SiO2 interface. The combined effect of these defects on current
gain in BTs is songly nonlinear [ 1 4]. Thus it is ifficult to separate the elative contributions of each defect to the

overall device response.
The gated diode has often been suggested as an ideal device for measuring the uildup of ANoT and Affrr during

radiation [1] A cross-section of a gated diode structure studied in this pper is shown in Fig. 1 As
the figure illustrates a gate terminal is patterned above die -type epitaxial region. The potential on the gate terminal
can be varied in order to control the surface potential in the n-type cathode region while the PN junction is forward
biased. By monitoring the forward diode current as a function of gate bias, surface recombination velocities (vf)

and midgap voltages (Vg) may be calculated enabling quantitative measurements of ANor and ANrr.
Recently, significant attention has ben given to gate controlled BJTs 5-7] for use in radiatio evironments It

has been reported hat gain degradation caused by the presence of oxide defects may be limited by using a gate over
the base region to control the surface potential during the measurement of the electrical characteristics 3-5]. In these
BJTs the base region corresponds to the epitaxial layer of the gated diodes. 'Thus radiation-induced defect buildups
measured in diode structures are likely to be good approximations of the defect densities generated in gate controlled
BJTs manufactured in the same process technology.

In this paper the gated diode response to ionizing radiation is pesented. From these data,. radiation-induced
increases in v,f and N07. (in the form of sheet charge at the interface) can be computed directly. In the full paper, the
individual contribution of each defect to the gate controlled BT response is analyzed via computer modeling. Both
v .. f and NOT are parameters utilized in the device simulation. The full paper will also include an analysis of the
dependence of device response on gate bias by modeling the buildup of defects during radiation exposure. The
accuracy of defect generation modeling is compared to the data obtained from the gated diode experiments.

11 GATED Dom RADL4,TioN REspoNSE
Gated diode structures were iradiated in a 10-keV xay source at Vanderbilt: University. The chips were

exposed at a dose rate of 275 md(SiO2)/S. The diode current is measured versus gate voltage -20V to 5V) with an
HP 4156 parameter analyzer at a constant forward bias of 0.5V. Normalized diode currents for various levels of total
dose are shown in Fig. 2 For these data, all terminals were grounded during irradiation. 'Me current is normalized to
the peak current obtained from the prerad sweep (- I 0 nA). As the figure illustrates, each diode current response is
sharply peaked. Peak current is achieved when the probability of carrier recombination at the surface is maximized.
According to Shockley, Read, Hall recombination statistics, the rate of recombination is maximized when the
concentrations of electrons and holes are balanced. This occurs when the gate voltage, Vg (the midgap voltage), sets
the intrinsic energy at the surface exactly halfway between the carrier quasi Fermi levels. At this bias condition, the
peak diode current can be approximated as [ 1, 8],

1
IDp,.k = _qn, Ar_ exp I (1)If 2V, Dmin2 ( ') )+

where q is electronic charge, ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, A is the area of the gate terminal, VD is the bias
across the PN junction, VT is the thermal voltage, and IDi,, is the minimum diode current for the same measurement

[8]. As equation I indicates, v,,f. is proportional to the peak current [I ]. Moreover, ANrrfor a given total dose can be
approximated as,

AN, (Ov. Y Av,.,f (2)

where a is the carrier capture cross-section, v is the thermal velocityand Av..,f is the change in the surface
recombination velocity with radiation. Equation 2 assumes low level conditions apply during the device operation
[9]. Computer modeling is used to test the validity of this approximation. Simulations utilizing v are compared to
simulations that model NIT with various distributions of trap centers in energy. The change in oxide trapped charge
with radiation scales directly to the radiation-induced shifts in the midgap voltage [10]. As the data in Fig. 2 indicate,
the interface trap and trapped charge concentrations increase upon exposure to ionizing radiation.

As mentioned above, the buildup of oxide defects is a function of the bias applied to the gate during radiation
exposure. For the data presented in Fig. 2 the gate was grounded during the irradiations. In order to assess the effect
of gate bias on the buildup of oxide defects, the diodes were iadiated with gate voltages putting the devices in either
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surface accumulation or depletion. The normalized diode current responses are shown in Fig. 3 for devices irradiated
to 200krads (SiO2) for three gate bias conditions (accumulated, grounded, and depleted). The prerad response is
shown for comparison. As the data indicate, the device biased in surface accumulation during exposure shows the
greatest increase in oxide defects, while the device biased in surface depletion shows the least. The dependence of
defect generation on gate bias may be attributed to the electric fields present in the bipolar oxide during exposure.
The difference between the grounded and depleted response, in particular, provides new insight into the effects of
local electric fields on the generation of bipolar oxide defects.

III DEVICE MODEUNG
The results of two-dimensional device simulation on virtual structures representative of the gated diode will be

presented in the final paper. These results will model the dependence of defect buildup on gate bias. Two-
dimensional device simulation enables local electric field in the oxide to be calculated as a function of total dose and
radiation bias. Moreover, as mentioned above, modeling results will enable the accuracy of modeling ANrrwith
Av,�,f to be assessed.

Gate controlled BJT radiation response will be modeled by using defect parameters obtained from the gated
diode measurements in the simulations. Accurate reproduction of trarisistor radiation response will enable the effects
of both interface traps and positive oxide trapped charge to be studied independently.
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